HexScore
HexScore is a Deloitte asset and related suite of capabilities. HexScore is an accelerator that
combines a number of ecosystems to provide industry-specific and ready insights.
HexScore is a team within Deloitte’s Actuarial practice that develop AI-based innovative products. It’s so much more than just a platform or software, it’s
the combination of platform, software, data and the team’s capabilities that enable the successful development of products.
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•• Insurance

Product lines

•• Buildings and homes

•• HexMotor (Personal Lines motor
insurance)

•• Shipping

•• HexFleet (Commercial motor insurance)

•• Aviation

•• HexProperty (Personal and Commercial
insurance)
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Key Platform Features
•• Capable of handling and integrating multiple sources of data
including open, sensors, images, geospatial and text

•• Cloud infrastructure, high performance computing and high velocity
analytics

•• Powerful machine learning algorithms to extract, transform and
convert information and provide an AI training environment

•• Backend able to handle signals from various sensors

•• Evolutionary data set with new fields added to enrich data regularly

•• Supported by in-house capabilities

•• Highly secure and constantly monitored environment

HexProperty – Using AI for automated risk assessment of commercial/
personal property
What are the potential benefits?

What are the potential benefits?
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Currently most insurers are able to send building engineers to assess
only 10-15% of the properties they underwrite. For the remaining 85%
of properties insurers rely on data from customers or brokers for risk
assessment, underwriting and quoting. We have developed an intelligent
bot capable of spatial awareness and computer vision that utilises multiple
sources of information to extract relevant attributes for risk assessment of
buildings/homes in the UK. This enables insurers to disrupt the customer
proposition as well as the risk assessment process – Now the additional
85% of sites are covered without the need to visit the site or customers/
brokers filling in lengthy forms to provide information to insurers.
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